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Abstract

Cosmetics Mirroring Corporate Identity

This talk will discuss the possibilities of building cosmetics ranges which mirror a 
specific corporate identity. Focusing on the fields of marketing and science, an 
innovative project will be discussed and the various necessary steps from concept 
to implementation will be illuminated.



Cosmetics

The Cosmetics Market has in recent years reached nearly 300 billion USD, growing 
aproximatly 4-5% pa.*

Reason people use cosmetics are manyfold, however there are both utility and 
emotional aspects involved. 

The cosmetics market is attractive, as it is growing steadily and offers regular 
exciting innovation. Sinking customer brand loyalty offers chances for new brands.

*RNCOS, 2017



Combination of colour schemes, designs, words, etc., that a firm employs to make a visual statement 
about itself and to communicate its business philosophy. It is an enduring symbol of how a firm views 
itself, how it wishes to be viewed by others, and how others recognize and remember it. 

www.businessdictionary.com

Corporate Identity

One possible, often overlooked, part of Corporate Identity is Corporate Smell. 
As smells can trigger strong emotional responses, specific scents can be used 
to set a company apart.



Cosmetics Mirroring Corporate Identity

Developing Cosmetics which mirror Corporate Identity offers a novel channel to 
promote a companies philosophy, values and personality.
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Cosmetics Mimic Corporate Identity -Example
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Cosmetics Mimic Corporate Identity -Example
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Cosmetics Mimic Corporate Identity -Example
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Case Study – Wine Hotel

A Swiss Hotel & Restaurant situated in a village 
surrounded by vineyards

Known for regional, seasonal products of 
high quality. Use of unusual, traditional 

ingredients such as pro specie rara. 

Fine Dining 
focused on quality 
without pretense

Brand new, award-
winning hotel 

concept, themed 
around wine.



Perfume – The Corporate Scent

In line with the theme Wine, a scent reminiscent of regional Sauvignon Blanc was 
commisioned. In collaboration with the hotel owner, a passionate chef and 
qualified sommelier, this scent was created and refined. With hints of gooseberry, 
red grapefruit, elderflower and balsamic and woody notes this perfume gaps the 
bridge between food and scent.



Wine Hotel - Product Range
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Ingredients – Fine Dining Cosmetics

In line with recent years trend of incorporating foods and superfoods into the 
world of cosmetics, a regional, prize-winning Sauvignon Blanc as well as 
regionally sourced (award-winning) extra-virgin canola oil were selected.

As active ingredient Swiss Alpine Flower Extracts were chosen. Its properties of 
reducing skin aging, naturally moisturizing, and preventing wrinkles and loss of 
skin elasticity make it an ideal part of the concept.
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Butterfly-bush and Thyme from organically cultivated Swiss Alpine Plants. Rich in 
active compounds from complementary classes like iridoids (aucubin), phenolic 
acids (acetoside), flavonoids, chlorogenic acid derivatives like rosmarinic acid and 
thymol. Protects against free radicals (ozone), city pollution and delivers high 
moisturization.

Active Ingredients – Fine Dining Cosmetics

Provitamin B5: scientifically proven increase in 
skin elasticity. Moisturizing for hair & skin.



Textures

Cleansing Wine Foam for Hair and Body: A clear gel which transforms into a 
luxurious foam when rubbed. When applied to the skin, this Wine Foam pampers 
skin and hair. Leaves the skin and hair moisturized after showering.

Wine Body Sorbet: Like a Sorbet, which melts gently, leaving a light, cooling 
texture in the mouth, the Body Sorbet must also be cooling and leave a light 
texture after melting on the skin. 

Innovative combination of raw materials lets us mimic the feel of a food sorbet 
on the skin



Textures

The Science:

Luxurious foaming agents in combination with natural moisturizing ingredients

Special thickening agents which melt on contact with skin

Natural oils with melting points between 24 and 35°C

Volatile, natural ingredients which evaporate on contact with skin

This combination leads to a quick-melting, cooling experience, which gives the 
sensation of Sorbet melting on your skin.



The Packaging
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The Opening

The official opening of the Wine Hotel will be on May 20th 2017.

For more information and the name of the Hotel, please leave your business 
card with me, and I will send out the information closer to the date.


